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Abstract

Vector quantization (VQ) has been widely used in im-
age coding systems. However, it is highly sensitive to
channel errors, which may lead to very annoying block-
ing artifacts in the reconstructed images. In the present
paper, modulation diversity (MD) is combined with in-
dex assignment (IA) by simulated annealing for improv-
ing image VQ for a Rayleigh fading channel: MD is used
to reduce the bit error probability while IA is used as an
attempt to reduce the visual impact of channel errors.

1. Introduction

The fundamental purpose of image compression is to
reduce the number of bits to represent an image (while
maintaining the necessary/acceptable image quality), in
order to minimize the requirements of storage and trans-
mission.

Vector quantization (VQ) plays an important role in
many image coding systems, leading to high compression
rates. However, when a communication system based on
VQ involves transmission over a noisy channel, the per-
formance of VQ may be seriously affected. Regarding
VQ-based image transmission for a noisy channel, very
annoying blocking artifacts may be introduced in the re-
constructed images.

In recent papers, modulation diversity (MD) [1–3] has
been successfully applied to improve the performance of
wireless communication systems. In the present paper,
considering VQ-based image transmission on a Rayleigh
fading channel, it is shown that MD leads to recon-
structed images with better quality when compared to the
ones obtained without MD. It is also shown that an ad-
ditional improvement may be obtained when an adequate
codevector index assignment (IA) is carried out. In this
paper, IA is obtained by simulated annealing.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows.
Vector quantization is briefly described in Section 2, with
a focus on VQ for noisy channels. Section 3 describes the
application of simulated annealing for index assignment.
In Section 4 the modulation diversity is discussed. Sec-
tion 5 describes the model of the communication system
considered in the present work. In Section 6, simulation
results are presented and discussed. Section 7 is devoted
to the conclusions of the work.

�
This work was supported by CNPq.

2. Vector Quantization

Vector quantization [4,5] can be defined as a mapping�
from a vector � in � -dimensional Euclidean space,	�

, into a finite subset � of

	

containing � distinct

reproduction vectors. Thus,

��� 	 
�� ��� (1)

The codebook � ����������� �"!$#&%'#(�)���*#&�,+ is the
set of � -dimensional codevectors, also known as recon-
struction vectors, template vectors or quantization vec-
tors. From now on, - will be referred to as the index
associated with codevector �.� . Each index -0/1�324#)!5+76
represents a 8 -bit binary word. The corresponding code
rate of the vector quantizer, which measures the number
of bits per vector component, is 9:�<;
>=@?BADCE�F� 6
 . In
voice waveform coding, 9 is expressed in bits/sample. In
image coding, 9 is expressed in bits per pixel (bpp).

In a signal coding system based on vector quantiza-
tion, the vector quantizer may be regarded as the combi-
nation of a VQ encoder and a VQ decoder. Given an in-
put vector �G/ 	 
 from the source to be coded, the VQ
encoder determines the distortion HJIK�L#����NM between this
source vector and each codevector �0� , �O��!$#P%'#Q�)�)��#��
from the codebook � . The optimum rule for coding
is the nearest neighbor rule, by which the binary word- is transmitted to the decoder if codevector � � corre-
sponds to the minimum distortion, that is, if � � presents
the greatest similarity to � among all the codevectors in
the codebook. In other words, the VQ encoder uses the
encoding rule R(IS�OMT�U- if HVIS�L#W���NMQXYHJIK�L#��(Z3M , ['\0]�^� .
The task of the decoder is very simple: upon receiving
the 8 -bit index - , it simply looks up the codevector �_� ,
from a copy of the codebook � , and outputs � � as the
reproduction (reconstruction) of � . Therefore, it follows
the decoding rule `aIb-*MT�U� � . The mapping of � into � �
is generally expressed as � � � � IS�OM .

The mapping
�

leads to a partition of
	O


into � sub-
spaces cd� , ���e!$#P%'#f�)�)��#�� , for which

gh
�@i ;
c � � 	 
 and c �Vj c Z �lk if �m]�n\B# (2)

where each cell or region co� is defined as

cE�p�q�r� �s� IK�MT�G���t+��1�3� � R(IS�OMO�G-�+B� (3)

2.1. VQ for Noisy Channels

Consider the communication system presented in Fig-
ure 1. The purpose of the system is to transmit a sequence
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of vectors � � �r�T+�� 	 
 through a noisy channel by
using VQ of the input vectors (source vectors) � . Con-
sider the transmission of the binary word -n/ �r2 #)!$+56 ,
with 8L�G= ?$ADCE� bits, sent by the VQ encoder.

i jVQ Encoder Channelx x̂VQ Decoder

Figure 1: VQ for noisy channels.

If the channel introduces an error on the binary word- , the VQ decoder will receive a binary word � that dif-
fers from - , which was sent by the VQ encoder. Ac-
cordingly, the VQ decoder will not represent the input
vector � / 	P
 by the codevector that obeys the near-
est neighbor rule (vector ��� , corresponding to the binary
word - ). The VQ decoder will represent � by the code-
vector corresponding to the binary word � . Thus, the
output will be the reconstructed vector ���� � Z . SinceHJIK�L#�� Z M�� HVIS�L#W� � M , it follows that the channel dam-
ages the quality of the reconstruction of � .

Regarding image transmission for noisy channels,
when a binary word corresponding to a codevector is cor-
rupted by noise, a block of � � � ;�� � C pixels is
affected. Considering the transmission of the whole se-
quence of vectors (blocks of pixels) which composes an
image, each binary word incorrectly received by the de-
coder will compromise the quality of the reconstruction
of the vector (block of pixels) it corresponds to. As a con-
sequence, in VQ of an image for a noisy channel, typical
spurious annoying blocking artifacts, of � ;�� � C pixels,
may be introduced in the reconstructed image.

In the present paper, two techniques are applied to
improve the quality of reconstructed images considering
VQ for a Rayleigh fading channel. The first technique is
modulation diversity (MD), addressed in Section 4. In the
second one, known as robust vector quantization (RVQ),
a codebook, which was previously designed for a noise-
less channel, is subsequently made robust against channel
errors by means of an index assignment algorithm [6, 7].
In the following, RVQ is briefly discussed.

Let 	�
 denote the � -dimensional probability density
function of the source � . Let 	 � denote the a priori prob-
ability of vector ��� being selected as the reconstruction
of � and let 	 Z� � , � #N\l�"!$# %'#��)�)� # � , denote the prob-
ability that the VQ decoder receives the index � given
that index - was sent. Under the assumption that the
mean-squared error distortion function is adopted (i.e.,HJIK�L#�� � M ����� ���Y� � ��� C ) and the centroid condition for
the codevectors is satisfied, the overall distortion intro-
duced by transmitting the vectors from source � through
a noisy channel can be expressed as [6]

` �^`����n`���� g� � i ;
����� 	 
 � � �!� �0�"� � C HD�

� g�
� i ;

g�
Z�i ;

	V�#	 Z� � ��� � �$� � Z%� � C � (4)

Since the quantization distortion `&� does not depend
on the channel (it depends only on the codebook design),
making the vector quantizer robust to channel errors is
equivalent to minimizing the channel distortion `'� . This

can be accomplished by minimizing

(
dis I*)3MO� g�

� i ;
�
Z,+.-0/21@� 3 � � � �4� � Z%��� C # (5)

where � \ � \l/65 ; Ib� M + is the set of all binary words� for which the Hamming distance to - equals one, ) is
a particular codebook arrangement and

(
dis I7)rM is called

disorder index of a codebook with arrangement ) .
Let 8 g denote the set of all one-to-one functions9 � �324#)!$+r6 � �r2 #�!5+r6 . Each of the �;: bijections9 /<8 g is called an index assignment function for the

quantizer [7]. A permutation 9 uniquely maps each in-
dex -Y/ �r2 #�!5+76 to another index -2=0/ �32 #�!5+76 , where->= � 9 IK-)M . A permutation may be seen as a re-
organization or rearrangement of the codebook. As-
sociated to a permutation 9 there is a unique (spe-
cific) codebook arrangement 9 I7)rM . As an example,
consider the set of indexes ) � IK24#)!B# %'#@? #"A4#@B #"C4#>D5M ,
corresponding to the set of binary words E �IK2$2B2 # 2$2 !B#�24!�2 # 2 !B!$#)!3252 #�!)2 !$#)!$!�2 #*!B!$!�M . A new arrange-
ment )F= � 9 I7)rM may be obtained by a permutation 9
such that the second binary digit of each codeword be in-
verted. That procedure leads to a new set of binary wordsEG=o� IK24!�24#�2 !B!$# 2$2$24#�2B2 !$#�!5!�24#*!$!$!$#)!�2$2'#�!�2'!rM . That pro-
cedure is equivalent to have a set of indexes )�= �IS%'#@? # 2 #)!B#"C4#>D #"A4#>B$M be represented by the binary wordsIK2$2B2 # 2$2 !B#�24!�2 # 2 !B!$#)!3252 #�!)2 !$#)!$!�2 #*!B!$!�M . In the example
presented, the codebook was originally arranged such
that codevectors ��H , � ; , � C , ��I , �'J , �LK , ��M and ��N
were identified by the binary words 000, 001, 010, 011,
100, 101, 110 and 111, respectively. A codebook rear-
rangement � C , ��I , �LH , � ; , ��M , ��N , �LJ and ��K was
then obtained. In the codebook rearrangement )O=J� 9 I7)rM ,
codevector � C is identified by 000, while in the original
codebook arrangement ) , that codevector was identified
by 010. Considering the permutation 9 of the example
presented, a “new” codebook (a reorganized codebook)�P= was obtained: �Q= presents the same codevectors of� , but in a different order (arrangement, organization,
configuration).

Regarding VQ for noisy channels, the target is to
obtain an arrangement )R= � 9 I7)rM such that

(
dis I*)�= M X(

dis I*)rM . This corresponds to obtaining a codebook with
arrangement )R= that is more robust (less sensitive) to
channel errors when compared to the original (initial)
codebook with arrangement ) .

Techniques for index assignment attempt to arrange
the codebook such that the channel errors (which lead to
the incorrect reception of the binary words sent by the
VQ encoder) cause the incorrectly received codevectors
(corresponding to binary words incorrectly received) to
be close, on the average, to the intended codevectors.
The search for the optimal codebook arrangement (cor-
responding to the optimal assignment of binary words to
the codevectors) which leads to the best performance, in-
volves a high computational complexity, since there are�;: possible configurations to be considered. As an ex-
ample, a codebook with ���SCOA reconstruction vectors
has approximately !32#T@U different configurations to be in-
vestigated. In this sense, the index assignment problem
for robust VQ may be classified as belonging to the class
of NP-complete problems. Therefore, suboptimal opti-
mizations techniques must be searched.
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3. Simulated Annealing

The simulated annealing (SA) algorithm, which was
introduced by Kirkpatrick et al. [8], has been successfully
applied to many combinatorial optimization problems.

A typical combinatorial optimization problem seeks
the minimum of a given nonnegative real-valued func-
tion. Generally, it consists of a set c of configurations
or solutions and a cost function R(I�� M which determines
for each configuration ) the cost R(I*)3M . For performing
a search, one has to know the neighbors )�= of each solu-
tion ) , i. e., one has to define a neighbor structure

�
onc , such that

� I*)rM determines for each solution ) a set of
possible transitions which can be proposed to ) .

The fundamental idea behind SA is to add random-
ness to the search for the global minimum of the cost
function, allowing the algorithm to occasionally avoid
being trapped into local minima. A perturbation func-
tion, 9 , maps a system state (solution, configuration) )
to another state )R=o� 9 I*)3M according to some probability
law. More precisely, in each step of SA, a new state is
proposed and the resulting change in the cost function,� R �:R(I7) = M � R(I7)rM , is computed. If

� R X 2 , the sys-
tem moves to the new state )R= / � I7)rM ; however, when� R � 2 , the proposed state )F= is accepted with proba-
bility 	a�����	�oI � � R�
����M , and rejected with probability! � 	 , where ��� denotes the temperature at the � -th al-
gorithm step, with 2GX�� X�� . The temperature is a
nonnegative decreasing parameter of the SA algorithm.
There are two ways to lowering the temperature � : a) if
the number of the cost drops exceeds a prescribed num-
ber or b) if too many unsuccessful perturbations (which
do not result in cost drops) occur. In the second case, the
system reached a thermal equilibrium state. The rate at
which � is reduced is called the temperature schedule of
the annealing. In the present work, the exponential cool-
ing schedule [8] was adopted. It is given by

� � ��� H ��� � # (6)

where � is a positive constant less than unity.
The SA Algorithm can be summarized as follows:

Step 1) Initialization: Choose, randomly, the initial sys-
tem state ) and set �L��� H as a sufficiently high tempera-
ture;

Step 2) Choose )R= as a random perturbation of ) ;

Step 3) If �rR(I*)F= MQXUR(I*)3M + then )�� )F= , else

if ����� 1�� 1�����3 � � 1�� 3 3 �"!$# � random % 2 #�!�& + then )�� )R= ;
Step 4) If the number of cost drops exceeds a prescribed
maximum number or if the number of unsucessfull per-
turbations is reached (thermal equilibrium), lower the
temperature;

Step 5) If the temperature � is below the previously spec-
ified final temperture �"' or if the maximum number of
iterations is achieved, stop. Otherwise, go to Step 2).

3.1. Application

The SA algorithm is applied for RVQ as follows:

• The configuration space c is defined as the set of
all possible index arrangements, that is, it is the set of
all possible orders in which the codevectors (reconstruc-
tion vectors) appear in the codebook. As an example,) ; � IK2 #�!$# %'#"?4# AV#@B'#@C #2D5M and ) C � IK2 #�!$# %'#"?4#>D'#"C #>B'#"ADM
are two possible configurations for a codebook with 8
codevectors;

• The cost function R(I*)rM is evaluated as the disorder in-
dex

(
dis I*)3M described by Equation 5;

• In the present work, the neighborhood
� I*)3M of a spe-

cific configuration or state ) is the set of all possible con-
figurations )F= obtained from ) by randomly interchanging
two indexes. As an example, )R= � I !$# 2 # %'#"?4#>D'#"C #>B'#"ADM
can be produced by a perturbation in the state )F�I !$# 2 #@C #"?4#>D'# %'#>B'#"ADM .
4. Modulation Diversity

Fading caused by multipath in wireless communica-
tion channels can significantly degrade the performance
of digital communication systems. Many techniques have
been proposed to improve the performance of those sys-
tems. Among them, one can mention: diversity tech-
niques [9, 10] and coded modulation schemes [11].

The diversity techniques consist, basically, on pro-
viding replicas (redundancy) of the transmitted signals
to the receiver. Typical examples of diversity techniques
are: time diversity, frequency diversity and spatial diver-
sity [10]. Another type of diversity has been recently pro-
posed and is based on the introduction of redundancy by
the combination of a suitable choice of the reference an-
gle of an ( -ary phase shift keying (MPSK) constellation
with the independent interleaving of the symbol compo-
nents before transmission [1, 3, 12]. In this work, this
technique is called modulation diversity.

Consider the quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK)
scheme, which can be seen as two binary PSK modu-
lation schemes in paralell: one in phase and another in
quadrature. The transmitted signal is given by [1]

)DI$�WMT��)
*,+�

- i � +/. - 	�I$� �1032
�
M	4*?65)I87:9"�WM

�;)
*,+�

- i � + 8 - 	pI � �<032
�
M sen I$7 9 �WM #

(7)

where

. - # 8 - ��= ! with the same probability,

	pI$�WMf� > !$#F2@?A�B?A2
�

2 # otherwise,

7 9 is the carrier frequency, ) is the carrier amplitude and2 � is the signaling interval.
It can be seen from Equation 7 that the information

transmitted in phase ( 4*?65)I$7 9 �WM ) is independent of the in-
formation transmitted in quadrature (sen I87C9"�WM ). In the
modulation diversity technique the introduction of redun-
dancy in a QPSK scheme can be obtained by combining
the judicious choice of the reference angle D of the signal
constellation, as shown in Figure 2, with the independent
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interleaving of the symbol components [1, 3]. Consider-
ing this rotated constellation, the transmitted signal can
be rewritten as

)DI$�WMT��)
*,+�

- i � +�� - 	pI$� �<032
�
M	4)?�5)I$7 9 �WM

� )
*,+�

- i � + � - � � 	�I$� �1032
�
M sen I87:9"�WM #

(8)

where � is an integer which represents the time delay
(expressed in number of symbols) introduced by the in-
terleaving between the in-phase (

(
) and quadrature (

�
)

components. Moreover,

�
- � . - 4*?�5 D ��8 - sen D and � - � . - sen D �n8 - 4)?�5	D

(9)
are the new QPSK symbols. The block diagram of the
transmitter that implements this task is presented in Fig-
ure 3.

Q

θ

I

Figure 2: QPSK constellation: without rotation ( � ); with
rotation ( � ).
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Figure 3: Block diagram of the communication system.

An interesting feature of modulation diversity is that
the rotated constellation presents the same performance

of a non-rotated one, when the signals are affected only
by white Gaussian noise, because the Euclidean distance
between the symbols does not depend on D . More-
over, the spectral efficiency is not altered since two bits
are transmitted for each signaling interval independently
of D .

5. The Communication System

Consider the communication system depicted in Fig-
ure 3. Assuming that the communication channel is char-
acterized by fast fading, the received signal, denoted by� I �WM , is given by

� I �WMT� �QI$�WM � � Z	�#1 ! 3 )DI �WM ��
dI �WM # (10)

where 
dI$�WM represents the additive noise, modeled as a
complex white Gaussian process, with zero mean and
variance � H 
$% by dimension, and �pI �WM denotes the phase
shift due to the channel, modeled as a random variable
(r.v.) uniformly distributed in the interval % 24# % 9 M . More-
over, the multiplicative factor (fading amplitude) �fI �WM is
modeled as a Rayleigh r.v.

At the receiver (Figure 3), � I$�WM is baseband converted.
The obtained signal � - I �WM (low-pass equivalent) in the 0 -
th signaling interval is

� - I �WMO� � - I$�WM � � Z	�� 1 ! 3 ) - I �WM"��
dI$�WM*# 032 � ? � ?1I$0 � !3M�2 �)#
(11)

where ) - I$�WM denotes the low-pass equivalent of the trans-
mitted signal )DI �WM and 2 � is the signaling interval.

After the phase compensation (multiplication of � - I$�WM
by � Z	�� 1 ! 3 ), the received signal in the 0 -th signaling inter-
val, denoted by �� - , can be expressed as

�� - � � -��6- ��� - # (12)

where � - is the complex representation of the transmitted
signal in the signaling interval 032,� , given by

� - � � - �a\ � - � � � (13)

The elements of the complex signal � - are independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian random vari-
ables with zero mean and variance � H 
$% .

At the receiver, after deinterleaving (Figure 3) the re-
ceived signal becomes
� - � % � -

�
- � Re ��� - + & � \ % � - * � � - � Im ��� - * � + &N# (14)

which is then processed using a symbol by symbol detec-
tion. In the previous Equation, Re ��� - + and Im ��� - * � +
represent the real and imaginary parts of the noise � in
signaling intervals 032 � and I 0L��� M�2 � , respectively.

Assuming the transmission of equiprobable symbols,
the optimum detector, based on the estimates of � - , com-
putes the Euclidean distance between the received signal
and each constellation symbol (multiplied by estimates� - and � - * � ) and choses the closest one to � - as the
received symbol.

Considering that the receiver is able to estimate with-
out error the actual values of �QI$�WM and ��I$�WM and that fad-
ing samples � - and � - * � are uncorrelated, it was shown
in [2,3] that the system bit error probability is minimized
for D:� %#D�� . The interested reader may find in [3] a
performance analysis of modulation diversity taking into
account the effects of channel estimation errors.
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6. Results

This section presents simulation results concerning
the transmission of the image Lena ( %.B.C � %.B.C pix-
els), presented in Figure 4, through a Rayleigh fading
channel. Vector quantization with dimension � ��!�C
(corresponding to image blocks of A � A pixels) and
codebook size (number of codevectors) � � %#BOC was
considered. Hence, the corresponding code rate was9 � 0.5 bpp. The codebook was designed by the al-
gorithm LBG (Linde-Buzo-Gray) [13], using a tranining
set consisting of four images %#BOC � %.BOC . The quality of
the reconstructed images was evaluated using the peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR).

Figure 4: Original Lena image (8.0 bpp).

The simulations involving modulation diversity con-
sisted on using a QPSK scheme with a constellation rota-
tion D �1%#D � , which is the optimun QPSK rotation angle
according to [2, 3]. The transmission system used an in-
terleaving depth � of 50 symbols.

Figure 5 presents the PSNR (more precisely the mean
value of PSNR resulting from 200 image transmissions
for each channel signal-to-noise ratio � 6 
 � H considered)
of the reconstructed Lena image. The following notation
was adopted:

• ORI: PSNR values obtained by using the original code-
book arrangement (codebook without index assignment
by simulated annealing) and considering a transmission
system without modulation diversity ( D �^2 � );
• SA: PSNR values obtained by using the rearranged
codebook (rearrangement provided by the simulated an-
nealing index assignment) and considering a transmission
system without modulation diversity ( D �^2 � );
• ORI+MD: PSNR values obtained by using the origi-
nal codebook arrangement and considering a transmis-
sion system with modulation diversity ( D �l%#D � );
• SA+MD: PSNR values obtained by using the rear-
ranged codebook (simulated annealing index assignment)
and considering a transmission system with modulation
diversity ( D �l%#D�� ).

Figure 5 shows that the substitution of the conven-
tional scheme (ORI) by the modulation diversity scheme
(ORI+MD) leads to a performance improvement in terms
of PSNR of the reconstructed images, for all values
of � 6 
 � H considered. As an example, it is observed
that this substitution leads to a PSNR gain of 4 dB
for � 6 
 �GH:� 16 dB. Figure 5 also shows that the in-
dex assignment technique, obtained by simulated anneal-
ing (curve SA), outperforms ORI+MD for � 6 
*� H up to
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ORI

Figure 5: PSNR of the reconstructed Lena images as
a function of the channel signal-to-noise ratio ( � 6 
 �GH ),
considering a codebook with 256 codevectors.

12 dB. It is important to note that the best results in terms
of PSNR are obtained when the transmission is carried
out by combining modulation diversity and simulation
annealing index assignment (SA+MD).

The quality gain in terms of PSNR of the recon-
structed images obtained by using modulation diversity
are due to the fact that modulation diversity leads to a
decrease in the bit error probability of the communica-
tion system. Thus, modulation diversity leads to a reduc-
tion in the number of occurrences of errors between the
binary words transmitted by the VQ encoder and the bi-
nary words received by the VQ decoder. This may be ob-
served in Figures 6(a) and 6(b): it is observed that mod-
ulation diversity reduces the number of blocking artifacts
in the reconstructed image. This is also observed by com-
paring Figures 7(a) and 7(b): the image corresponding
to ORI+MD has a smaller number of spurious blocking
when compared to image corresponding to ORI.

The PSNR gains obtained by substituting the origi-
nal codebook by the codebook whose codevectors index
assignment was obtained by simulated annealing comes
from the following reason: when channel errors occur,
the corresponding blocking artifacts introduced in the re-
constructed image by using a rearranged codebood (SA
index assignment) are less annoying when compared to
the blocking artifacts by using the original (not submitted
to SA index assignment) codebook. In other words, this
comes from the fact that IA attempts to arrange the in-
dex of the codevectors such that the channel errors cause
incorrectly received codevectors to be close, on the aver-
age, to the intended codevectors. Figures 6(a) and 6(c)
(as well as Figures 7(a) and 7(c)) show that the block-
ing artifacts of the reconstructed image obtained by using
the rearranged codebook (SA) are less annoying than the
blocking artifacts of the reconstructed image obtained by
using the original codebook (ORI).

Figures 6 and 7 show that the best image quality is ob-
tained by SA+MD: MD reduces the number of blocking
artifacts and, when blocking artifacts occur, index assign-
ment by simulated annealing (SA) makes the correspond-
ing visual impact be less perceptible.
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(a) ORI. (b) ORI+DM.

(c) SA. (d) SA+DM.

Figure 6: Reconstructed Lena image (VQ with 0.5 bpp)
after transmission through a Rayleigh fading channel
with � 6 
 � H ������� .

7. Conclusions

A serious problem regarding the transmission of im-
ages on a VQ-based communication system is that VQ
is highly sensitive to channel errors, which may lead to
annoying blocking artifacts in the reconstructed images.

In this work, modulation diversity was used to reduce
the bit error probability of the communication system,
leading to a reduction in the number of blocking artifacts
introduced in the reconstructed images. It was shown that
an additional performance improvement is obtained if the
image transmission is performed by using a rearranged
VQ codebook, that is, a codebook submitted to an index
assignment technique, which is used to reduce the visual
impact of channel errors.

Modulation diversity consisted on introducing a rota-
tion of %%D � in the QPSK constellation used in the trans-
mission system. Index assignment was performed by the
simulated annealing algorithm. A Rayleigh fading chan-
nel was considered.

Visual inspections of the reconstructed images re-
vealed the benefits of combining modulation diversity
and index assignment.
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